immortal time bias are certainly needed for future studies studying the correlation between toxic effects and treatment response.
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CORRECTION

Errors in Statistical Programming: In the article titled “Population-Attributable Risk Proportion of Clinical Risk Factors for Breast Cancer,” published online February 2, 2017, and also in the September 2017 issue of JAMA Oncology, an error occurred in the statistical programming of the analysis. All analyses were recalculated, which resulted in changes to the population-attributable risk proportion estimates for some of the risk factors and combinations of risk factors, most of which did not alter the conclusions. This article was corrected online.


Error in Author’s Name: In the article titled “Assessment of Treatment With Sorafenib Plus Doxorubicin vs Sorafenib Alone in Patients With Advanced Hepatocellular Carcinoma: Phase 3 CALGB 80802 Randomized Clinical Trial,” published online September 5, 2019, the wrong initial was used for Dr Harding’s middle name. Dr Harding’s correct name is James J. Harding, MD. This article has been corrected online.


Error in the Figure: In the Clinical Challenge titled, “Erosive Deforming Inflammatory Arthritis in a Patient With Cervical Adenocarcinoma,” which published online September 26, 2019, the arrowheads were missing from the Figure panels. This article was corrected online.


Status Change to Open Access After Publication: The Original Investigation titled “Efficacy and Long-term Peripheral Sensory Neuropathy of 3 vs 6 Months of Oxaliplatin-Based Adjuvant Chemotherapy for Colon Cancer: The ACHIEVE Phase 3 Randomized Clinical Trial,” published online September 12, 2019, has changed status since publication. It is now open access under the CC-BY-NC-ND license. This article was corrected online.


Missing eTable: In the Original Investigation titled “Response Rate Following Albumin-Bound Paclitaxel Plus Gemcitabine Plus Cisplatin Treatment Among Patients With Advanced Pancreatic Cancer: A Phase Ib/2 Pilot Clinical Trial,” published in JAMA Oncology online first on October 3, 2019, eTable 3 was missing from Supplement 2. It has been added to Supplement 2 and cited in the Results. This article was corrected online.